
The Inspire Scholars  
Programme for  
Years 9, 10 & 11

WHY SHOULD YOU BECOME AN 
INSPIRE PARTNERSHIP SCHOOL?



WHAT IS THE INSPIRE 
SCHOLARS PROGRAMME?

The Inspire Scholars Programme for Years 9, 10 & 11 is a super-
curricular sustained-contact programme designed to raise and 

support your students’ academic aspirations during their time at 
secondary school. Our varied programme offers schools a holistic 

package of materials that benefit students and their families, as well 
as teachers and school leadership teams. 

What does Inspire 9, 10 & 11  
cost my school?  
●  Inspire 9, 10 & 11 is free to schools
●  Schools receive a £250 grant to cover 

the cost of additional materials 
●  Schools receive a £250 grant for 

Inspire Club refreshments 
●  Application opportunity to Aspiration 

Fund grants of upto £500 (per year 
group, per annum) to run school trips 
or in-school visits 

What is an Inspire Teacher  
Lead responsible for?

Inspire Teacher Leads are selected by 
Inspire Partnership Schools, and each 
Inspire Club year group requires its own 
Teacher Lead. The Inspire Teacher Leads 
are responsible for the following:
●  Being the primary point of 

communication for the Inspire 
Programme Coordinator 

●  Delivering Inspire Club classes, or 
organising their delivery by another 
teacher

●  Taking registers of Inspire Club class 
attendance 

●  Communicating important 
information to Inspire Scholars and 
their parents & guardians 

●  Attending termly virtual Teacher Hub 
meetings to network and share best 
practice

●  Completing evaluation forms, and 
ensuring Inspire Scholar evaluations 
are communicated 

Inspire 9, 10 & 11 has been 
developed in collaboration 
with schools and education 
professionals through our 
successful three-year pilot 
programme run in 24 Ealing 
and Harrow schools. Despite the 
pandemic, the pilot programme 
achieved a 100% school retention 
rate and an 86% student 
retention rate over the three years. 
We are now expanding Inspire 
9, 10 & 11 to accommodate 150 
year groups (over 2,000 students) 
from non-selective state schools 
across all of our link regions: 
Ealing, Harrow, East Sussex, West 
Sussex, Brighton & Hove, and 
Southampton.  

We would be delighted 
to welcome your school 

as one of our Inspire 
Partnership Schools. 

Registration to become an 
Inspire Partnership School  
is free of cost. 

What does the Inspire Scholars Programme 
offer my school? 
For School Leadership 
●  Sustained contact programme for your school’s 

high-achieving students 
●  A demonstrated commitment to Higher 

Education progression 
●  A lasting connection with St John’s College, 

University of Oxford 
●  Flexibility in delivery 
For Teachers
●  Career-enhancing leadership and development 

opportunities 
●  Termly Teacher Hub meetings for support, 

idea-sharing, and networking
●  An annual Teacher’s Conference 
●  Engaging super-curricular material 
●  Paid opportunities to create new programme 

content 
For Students
●  New and exciting ways to engage with familiar 

and unfamiliar subjects
●  Transferable skills for curriculum learning 
●  Developed critical thinking skills
●  Aspiration-raising opportunities and trips 
●  Confidence-boosting activities
For Parents & Guardians 
●  Increased confidence in supporting their child’s 

academic potential 
●  Greater awareness of Higher Education 

progression processes

What support will my  
school receive?    
Inspire 9, 10 & 11 is administered by 
a full-time Programme Coordinator, 
Dr Eleanor Baker, who is based at 
St John’s College. The Programme 
Coordinator will manage the delivery of 
the programme, communicate important 
information or updates, and will be the 
point of contact for Inspire Teacher 
Leads. The Programme Coordinator will 
also arrange termly Inspire Teacher Hub 
meetings to ensure teachers feel well 
supported, well informed, and involved 
in the development of Inspire 9, 10 & 11. 

ST JOHN’S COLLEGE,  UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD  I   INSPIRE PROGRAMME

Dr Eleanor Baker
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CHEMISTRY  

In modern society, we encounter plastics countless times 
every single day. With the aid of plasticine and cocktail 
sticks, build your own models of plastic molecules, learn 
why plastics have the properties they do – and why they 
have such a huge impact on our environment.

Workshop One: What’s in a Plastic?
Students will learn about the properties of plastics, from 
the macro to the molecular level, before getting hands-on 
with plasticine and cocktail sticks to construct their own 
molecules and discover why it is that plastics are such 
useful materials for use in modern life.

Workshop Two: Plastics and Our Environment
Having learnt about how and why plastics are so useful, 
this second session looks at the downsides of plastic’s 
permanence in today’s society, culminating in a group 
role-play debate about the merits or otherwise of single-use 
plastics in schools.
 
Materials Included:
● x2 Lesson Plans
● x2 Presentations 
● Demonstration Video
● x2 Student Worksheets 
● Resin Identification Codes
● Decomposition Timescale 
● Sustainability Debate Role Cards 
● Plastics Debate Fact Sheet

Supplementary Materials Required: 
● Plasticine & Cocktail sticks
●  OR Molymod molecular models (often used in school 

Science departments)

Supplementary Material Cost:
(if materials not already available in school)
£5-10 (depending on pack sizes bought, a single batch 
of materials may be suitable for several runs of this 
workshop)

The Plastics 
Problem: 

Science and 
Sustainability 

Class Creator
Jennifer Redmond (PhD candidate in Chemistry)

Tags: STEM; Chemistry; Environment; Practical; Ethics 
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PHYSICS 

Using a combination of Maths, Physics and Engineering, 
explore the science of black holes, how we observe them, 
and what happens when they collide – plus get hands-on 
creating your own replica laser experiment.

Workshop One: Imaging a Black Hole
In this workshop, students will use various mathematical 
methods to construct scale models of the Solar System, 
before being introduced to one of the most mysterious 
objects known to science: black holes. Through a series of 
practical exercise, students will discover how black holes 
can be observed, despite emitting no light whatsoever.

Workshop Two: When Black Holes Collide 
Building on what they have learnt in the first workshop, 
students will probe the boundaries of cutting-edge science 
by learning about gravitational waves, before recreating 
their own miniature replica of a ground-breaking 
experiment which is used to detect what happens when 
two black holes collide.

Materials Included  
● x2 Lesson Plans 
● Student Worksheet
● Planets Discovery Pack 
● Interference Discovery Sheet
● LIGO Cost Discovery Sheet
● Reflection Discovery Sheet
● x3 Planet Sheets and Scale Solar System Instructions 
● x9 Supporting Videos 

Supplementary Material Cost
(if materials not already available in school)
£50 (typical pack sizes mean that a single batch of most 
of the materials for these workshops will be suitable for 
multiple runs of this workshop)

Black Holes: 
Looking into  

The Void 

Class Creator
Dr Ana Wallis (PhD in Biochemistry) 

Tags: STEM; Physics; Space; Practical  

“Many of the students have benefitted from the programme, especially 
the sessions where students have been able to do things, such as 

extended debates and chemistry modelling, that they otherwise don’t 
have the time to do in the curriculum normally.” – Teacher Coordinator
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PHILOSOPHY

What is fair? Do we have a duty to end poverty? What are 

our responsibilities to one another in modern societies? 

These are just some of the questions that students will 

grapple with in this pair of workshops on the thorny issues 

of global justice and poverty.
Workshop One: Global JusticeStudents will be introduced to key philosophical questions 

about equality and fairness, and learn about different 

approaches to these questions. Through discussion and 

debate, they will then be called upon to consider some 

of the thorniest ethical issues facing the international 

community today.

Workshop Two: PovertyIn this second workshop, students will look specifically at 

the issue of poverty, by examining some of the causes of 

poverty, and the differences between countries globally. 

The session culminates in a class debate on the question: 

“Do we have a moral duty to end poverty?”
 
Materials Included:● x2 Lesson Plans ● x1 Presentation● x2 Student Workbooks ● Communitarianism Discovery Pack

● Cosmopolitanism Discovery Pack● Positions and Data Student Handout 
● What is Poverty? Discovery Pack

Cost to Run
Free

Social Justice: Can We Build a Better World?  

Class CreatorEd Penn (BA Politics, Psychology, and Sociology) 
and Matthew Garraghan (MA History)

“The philosophy session included difficult concepts but was 

appropriately challenging, which maintained the students’ 
enthusiasm.” – Teacher Coordinator

Tags:  Humanities; Politics; Philosophy; Ethics;  
Religious Education; Citizenship 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Explore and debate different approaches to religious 

inclusivism, exclusivism and pluralism, through the prism 

of different religions, and varieties of religious belief, from 

across the world.

Workshop One: World Religions Looking in depth at five major world religions, students 

will examine different approaches to religious belief, 

culminating in a class discussion in which students 
assume the respective roles of a religious exclusivist, 

inclusivist, and pluralist.
Workshop Two: Religious Belief & Plurality 
In this second session, students will look in greater depth 

at the nature of religious beliefs, and the reasons why 

different people hold different beliefs. The session ends 

with a group discussion on the question: “‘If I had been 

born in a different time and place, I would likely have held 

a different religion.’ Does this make it irrational for me to 

hold the religion I do?”
Materials Included  ● x2 Lesson Plans ● x2 Presentations ● x2 Activity Packs ● Discovery Cards 

Cost to Run
Free

The Truth of It: World Religions and the Nature of Belief 

“The RE sessions have been fantastic. Very 
interesting debate.” – Teacher Coordinator

Class CreatorDanielle Green (BA Philosophy and French)

Tags: Humanities; Religious Education; Ethics; Philosophy; 

Citizenship; Debate 
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WHAT DOES INSPIRE  
9, 10 & 11 PROVIDE? 

A full suite of lesson plans, student workbooks, 
videos, presentations, and activities to run 
Inspire Clubs
 
£250 grant to cover the cost of additional 
materials needed to run Inspire Club classes 
(per year group, per annum) 
 
£250 grant for refreshments (per year group, 
per annum) 
 
X2 Study Day packages to run for all students 
in your school (in Years 9, 10 & 11)
 
Inspire Critical Thinking Programme
 
Virtual Summer School for all Inspire 
Scholars   
 
Opportunity to attend a Residential Summer 
School in Year 9, 10 or 11. 
 
Inspire Scholar Visit Days to St John’s College, 
University of Oxford
 
Annual Teacher’s Conference 
 
Inspire Teacher Hub community
 
Support for Parents and Guardians of Inspire 
Scholars 
 
Full-time Programme Coordinator based at St 
John’s College 
 
Inspire Teacher Lead
 
Travel to St John’s College (if attending as a 
school group)  

Contact: 
For enquiries, please contact:  inspire@sjc.ox.ac.uk
Dr Eleanor Baker eleanor.baker@sjc.ox.ac.uk 
Matt Garraghan matthew.garraghan@sjc.ox.ac.uk 
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